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Self-regulation programs deter many advertising practices, but there are inherent limitations
to its power in the United States. U.S. media vehicle managers' advertising acceptance poli-
cies may influence advertising content, but their decisions often are focused on priorities
other than consumer protection. This article describes the power limitations of U.S. self-
regulation and media advertising acceptance policies, showing how self-regulation alone is
unable to fulfill the public policy goal of discouraging false advertising during government
deregulation.

A dvertising self-regulation programs are often pre-
sented as evidence of the decreasing need for gov-
emment involvement. Repeated descriptions of busi-

ness-run programs imply that self-regulation alone, includ-
ing the "clearance process" by which media vehicles de-
cide what advertising would be published or broadcast,
could adequately limit deceptive advertising, [e.g.. Market-
ing News 1985; Boddewyn 1989; Colford 1987a; Hamm
1988; LaBarbera 1980; Oliver 1988; Sewell and Jennerjahn
1982; Zanot 1985].

Contrary to popular belief, U.S. self-regulation of adver-
tising deception is unable to fill the void that may be left by
government during times of deregulation. With a long-
standing public policy goal of discouraging deceptive adver-
tising practices, self-regulation alone cannot serve that pur-
pose. This article attempts to clarify self-regulation's power
in the United States, pointing out its limitations in relation
to govemment consumer protection programs. The litera-
ture review and analysis reveals that the power of self-
regulation by trade association codes is in direct proportion
to the threat of govemment regulation, while media stan-
dards for acceptable advertising have different goals than
those of govemment consumer protection programs.

Advertising, Consumer Protection &
Market Information
Some critics of business practices might desire "protec-
tion" from offensive or obscene advertising, but United
States laws rarely intrude on issues of advertising taste.'
The federal consumer protection concems for advertising
could simply be phrased in terms of whether consumers are
provided with true information, so that advertising mes-
sages do not leave consumers with a false impression.

Although advertising is a major source of market informa-
tion for U.S. consumers, there exist several limitations to
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that information. Advertisers selectively give and withhold
information to attain their goals and may "skirt the tmth,"
or perhaps promote misunderstanding of literally true state-
ments, in the hopes that the facts will never be discovered
[Kerton and Bodell 1987; Preston and Richards 1986,
1989]. For many products, consumers are unable to assess
whether claims are true.

If consumers are unable to detect false claims, regula-
tions could force advertisers to provide the correct informa-
tion, or, at least, to stop providing the incorrect infonnation.
If advertising omits information, thereby leaving consumers
with false impressions, regulations could force advertisers
to provide the necessary complete information. The public
policy issue is whether self-regulation provides consumers
with adequate protection from the false claims they would
be unable to discem on their own, or if government involve-
ment is needed.

Many believe that self-regulation programs make govem-
ment involvement unnecessary. Murray Weidenbaum, Pres-
ident Reagan's first chair to his Council of Economic Advi-
sors, wrote over a decade ago that "The nearly universal
adoption of and adherence to voluntary codes of business
ethics should obviate the need for much of the compulsory
controls over corporate govemance . . . " [1979, p. 170].
Speaking as President of the American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies, Leonard Matthews said that network
clearance and activities of the Better Business Bureaus are
the best consumer protections against advertising deception
[Colford 1987a].

In many other countries, self-regulation is a major force,
if not the predominant factor, for advertising controls [e.g.,
Boddewyn 1988, 1991; Neelankavil and Stridsberg 1980;
Miracle and Nevett 1987]. However, antitmst laws, plus a
uniquely fragmented and highly diverse media system,
impel a different set of powers and limitations for any U.S.
self-regulation effort. Industry codes can suggest desired
practices [e.g. Chonko, Hunt and Howell 1987], but they
cannot/orce those practices on members [e.g., Baum 1961;
Krum and Greenhill 1972; LaBarbera 1981, 1983; Maitland
1985].

Self-regulation can influence the decisions of many adver-
tisers and govemment involvement is not needed when ad-
vertising is stopped by self-regulation [Oliver 1988; Steiger
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1990]. But influence alone is not the public policy issue;
and self-regulation programs do not reduce the need for gov-
emment involvement. There are real and pragmatic exam-
ples of the influence of advertising self-regulation, how-
ever, its effectiveness as a consumer protection device is lim-
ited. Self-regulation has restricted powers and may address
different goals than consumer protection per se.

To understand the nature of self-regulation programs, re-
searchers can take one of two slightly inter-related perspec-
tives. Self-regulation can be researched: 1) by descriptions
of regulatory "inputs," the various trade association codes
or large organizations' guidelines; or 2) by reviews and anal-
ysis of regulatory "outputs," the nature ofthe various adver-
tising styles or claims that different regulatory mechanisms
stop or alter.

Most researchers tend to dwell on business codes or
other examples, which is the first perspective listed above.
While such research provides a useful starting point for
study of the nature of self-regulation programs, it can be mis-
leading. It provides more examples and descriptions of ex-
pectations than insight and assumes the codes are enforcea-
ble. Repeated mentions of these examples, in tum, imply
great power and pervasive influence for the programs in-
volved. The second perspective lends itself to understand-
ing the differing priorities and power of govemment activ-
ity and various forms of self-regulation. As an inquiry into
the type of claims self-regulation is capable of affecting,
this perspective assesses the adequacy of self-regulation as
a replacement for lessened goverrunent involvement.

Perspective #1: Codes & Programs
Most self-regulation studies have been tied to descriptions
of business trade association codes. A few articles each pro-
vide depth analysis of activities of different single organiza-
tions [e.g., Zanot 1985; Zanot and Rotfeld 1983]. The re-
search has been predominantly descriptive in nature and ori-
ented toward assessment of: (1) the diffusion of codes
throughout various trade organizations or ways more mem-
bers might be encouraged to follow the guidelines [e.g., La-
Barbera 1981, 1983]; (2) their limitations or strictness [e.g.,
Baum 1961; Best 1985; Garvin 1983; Levin 1967; Stem
1971]; or (3) the nature (or absence) of sanctions levied
against violators [Kmm and Greenhill 1972; Miracle and
Nevett 1988].

By implication, presentation of examples of a trade asso-
ciation program or of a large organization's policies are an
argument that self-regulation is an effective form of con-
sumer protection [e.g., Boddewyn 1988; LaBarbera 1980;
Neelankavil and Stridsberg 1980; Zanot 1985]. Even the
pan-industry program of the Better Business Bureaus' Na-
tional Advertising Division and National Advertising Re-
view Board (NAD/NARB) is mostly presented from this per-
spective. Researchers describe its programs and provide ex-
amples of its successes, sometimes speculating about how
it might be improved [e.g., Armstrong 1984; Armstrong
and Ozanne 1983; Garvin 1983; Miracle and Nevett 1988].

Until recently, media advertising acceptance policies
were discussed exclusively in terms of trade association
codes or policies of major media companies such as the
three major broadcast television networks [e.g., LaBarbera

1981, 1983; Linton 1967; Miracle and Nevett 1987; Zanot
1985]. This is not without historical logic. While an adver-
tiser's trade association code might infiuence members' ac-
tivities as the source of advertising messages, media associ-
ation codes engender a secondary infiuence as they set guide-
lines for the communication channels used to convey mes-
sages to consumers.

Though the magazine and newspaper trade groups never
formulated advertising codes for members [Goldstein 1986;
Parsons, Rotfeld and Gray 1987], radio and television
codes presented a picture of strong consumer protection.
The broadcast association has dropped the direct day-to-
day application of its codes, but a review of their previous
importance helps explain how media acceptance polices
can infiuence advertiser decisions.

NAB Radio and Television Codes
Before 1982, the National Association of Broadcaster's
(NAB) Radio Code and Television Code were significant in-
fiuences on broadcast advertisers' practices. Provided with
offices and staff for screening commercials, NAB employ-
ees interpreted Code guidelines, reviewed commercials be-
fore submission to stations for possible broadcast, and de-
cided which commercials would be acceptable [Heighton
and Cunningham 1984]. Fewer than two-thirds of the tele-
vision stations and half the radio stations followed their re-
spective voluntary codes, but NAB codes were the basis for
acceptance decisions at all three networks and many major
market stations across the country [Linton 1967, 1987; Mad-
dox and Zanot 1984]. While they could always find non-
Code stations to carry NAB-rejected commercials, advertis-
ers desiring to reach the audiences of the Code-subscribing
members were forced to abide by the Code and meet its re-
quirements.^

The Radio and Television Codes served a leadership role
[Limburg 1989]; its infiuence was so pervasive that some re-
searchers incorrectly attributed to govemment requirements
common business practices based upon the codes [e.g., Ek-
elund and Saurman 1988, pp. 170-171]. Faced with the
choice of meeting Code requirements or incurring the ex-
pense and possible public relations headaches of making
two sets of commercials for Code and non-Code stations,
many advertisers chose the former. For example, the NAB
Code, in effect, stopped lingerie manufacturers from using
live models in underwear commercials [Sloan 1987b]. Hard
liquor advertisers decided that print media would be more ef-
ficient than limited use of broadcasting via the non-code sta-
tions (except advertising to Spanish language audiences,
since those TV stations, until 1988, accepted hard liquor
commercials [Colford I9ilh; Advertising Age 1988]).

When the Justice Department sued the NAB under the
anti-trust laws, and after adverse pre-trial mlings [U.S. v. Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters 1982], the NAB sus-
pended all code activities in 1982. It also dropped proce-
dures that reviewed commercials for potentially deceptive
or offensive content that were not part of the govemment's
complaint. When asked, many stations report the now-
defunct code guidelines as the basis for current policies
[Maddox and Zanot 1984; Linton 1987; Rotfeld et al.
1990]. However, station claims of adherence to the former
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Code often do not match their actual practices [Parsons and
Rotfeld 1990; Rotfeld and Abernethy 1991b; Rotfeld,
Abemethy, and Parsons 1990; Rotfeld et al. 1990].

Effects of Codes versus Regulation
With this lack of an industry-wide consumer protection
focus by broadcasters, govemment eventually finds it neces-
sary to take action. Responding to public criticisms of broad-
caster's practices and their failure to serve the children au-
diences. Congress passed limits on child-oriented advertis-
ing. This act is currently being implemented by new Fed-
eral Communications Commission mles on the nature and
number of commercials allowed during child-oriented pro-
grams [Associated Press 1991].

It has long been speculated that broadcasters' fear of new
FCC regulations during the coming decade might encour-
age broadcasters to reinstate some type of codes [Henry
1988; McGuire 1986]. But even if the NAB Code was res-
urrected, it would find its adherents to be a less significant
number of broadcast operations than in 1982, representing
a smaller proportion of the daily audiences, and not com-
manding as much power as it did before. It is not because
broadcast industry leaders have less desire to have a code
[e.g., Le Due 1987; Limburg 1989], but, rather, that the sta-
tions' interests, concems and values have become increas-
ingly varied [e.g., see Rotfeld and Parsons 1989; Parsons
and Rotfeld 1990].

Therefore, examination of highly visible codes is inade-
quate for understanding the influence of trade association
self-regulation and the overall infiuence of media advertis-
ing acceptance policies. In either case, the codes only indi-
cate the goals or practices of a limited number of firms;
each vehicle now follows its management's own idiosyn-
cratic and personal basis for deciding which ads are accept-
able. While examples and anecdotes of business practices
provide insight into some business practices and vehicle pol-
icies [e.g., Kaplan and Houlberg 1988; Zanot 1985; Zanot
and Rotfeld 1983], it would be an error to presume that
what is true for some businesses is true for all media organ-
izations [e.g., see Channels 1988a; Baum 1961; LaBarbera
1981; Rotfeld and Parsons 1989; Parsons and Rotfeld 1990;
Stem 1971].

Perpsective #2: Stopping Advertising
Claims
The mere existence of guidelines is no guarantee they will
be effective. This perspective of regulation and self-regula-
tion compares the nature of claims actually stopped or oth-
erwise infiuenced. Some regulatory mechanisms are not lit-
erally "gate keepers," merely discouraging certain types of
advertising, or establishing procedures that halt questiona-
ble advertising after the fact. Case-by-case enforcement ac-
tions by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the self-
regulation cases of the NAD/NARB, and many trade asso-
ciation codes only take action after the public has been ex-
posed to the messages. But all advertising regulation activ-
ity imposes limitations on what, where and how different
products can be advertised. Many businesses screen their ad-

vertising to reduce the risks of regulatory problems [e.g.,
Zanot 1985; Zanot and Rotfeld 1983].

Different types of regulatory mechanisms address and in-
fiuence different advertising claims or styles and regulation
by peers is more "painless" than govemment action [LaBar-
bera 1980; Stem 1971]. But there are limits to the types of
advertising that self-regulation is willing to address, and
some firms will refuse to follow trade association guide-
lines or participate in self-regulation activities [Garvin
1983; LaBarbera 1983; Maitland 1985]. This perspective
compares and contrasts the types of advertising infiuenced
by different forms of regulation by looking at the power
and priorities of different mechanisms.

The Power of Trade Association Codes
The trade associations recognize that any attempts at coer-
cive enforcement risk violation of the U.S. anti-trust laws,
and, therefore, some of these organizations totally abstain
from any enforcement of their codes [Baum 1961; Best
1985; LaBarbera 1981, 1983]. If a trade association at-
tempts to mandate stricter requirements than the relevant reg-
ulatory agencies, or go into areas the law cannot address,
member cooperation will be low, and total impact might be
insignificant [e.g., Garvin 1983; Maitland 1985; Wyckham
1987].

Because of the anti-trust laws, trade associations' only
self-regulation enforcement powers are limited to member
cooperation, often engendered by current or threatened gov-
emment action [e.g., LaBarbera 1981; Levin 1967; Mait-
land 1985; Zanot 1979]. An organization can expel an unco-
operative member, though the literature has never recog-
nized this as a meaningful sanction since membership is it-
self voluntary. A trade association can publicize a case in-
volving a recalcitrant member, though this might discour-
age future cooperation from other members who would fear
any corporate data provided to the association later being
used against them [e.g.. Miracle and Nevett 1988]. The as-
sociation also can tum self-regulation files over to relevant
govemment organizations, but this, too, can have a negative
impact on future member cooperation and is dependent on
the nature of the govemment regulatory concems.

Therefore, trade associations can only take action against
fewer types or styles of advertising claims than regulations
promulgated or threatened by the relevant govemment reg-
ulatory body. In Figure 1 (as in the similarly-stmctured Fig-
ure 2), the arrows represent questionable claims, products
or advertising styles that advertisers might otherwise send to-
ward consumers. The boxes represent the types of claims or
advertising styles infiuenced or stopped by various regula-
tory mechanisms. Dependent on member fear of govem-
ment action for authority, industry codes of advertising self-
regulation stop fewer types of "questionable" advertising
claims than would be stopped—or might be threatened to
be stopped—by the relevant govemment body that regu-
lates practices for the businesses in that trade association
(Figure 1).

Trade association guidelines ultimately are enforced
against fewer types of advertising claims than the govem-
ment can or would. It cannot enforce actions in areas that
member firms know would never be the basis for govem-
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Figure 1. Types of Claims Influenced by Trade Association Codes & Government Regulation
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ment involvement. It cannot force a member firm to coop-
erate with the procedure. A trade association's activities
might occasionally seem to go beyond actual govemment re-
quirements, but only in reaction to fears of new govemment
regulations under consideration. Codes also may attempt to
discourage member activities that provoke public criticisms
that could engender greater regulation.

The NAD/NARB was initially established when the FTC
became more active in advertising regulation in the early
1970s [Armstrong and Ozanne 1983; Garvin 1983; Zanot
1979]. The Children's Advertising Review Unit was an in-
dustry reaction to public criticisms and govemment hear-
ings about potential restrictions on advertising to this vulner-
able target audience [Armstrong 1984]. The mere existence
of Federal Communications Commission and FTC hearings
on child-oriented advertising during the 1970s engendered
various self-conscious self-regulatory efforts by advertisers,
with activity dropping off as the hearings ended without pro-
ducing any new regulations. The Bureau of Alcohol, To-
bacco and Firearms (BATF) regulated liquor advertising to
address public concems over perceived relations between ad-
vertising and alcohol abuse. In response, the trade organiza-
tion code limited advertising forms and media styles for
members to show that greater govemment regulatory activ-

ity would be unnecessary [Distilled Spirits Council of
United States 1985].

Figure 1 illustrates that trade association codes cannot "re-
place" govemment programs as a focus for attaining public
policy goals. While such programs do influence some adver-
tising practices for the consumer's benefit [e.g., Annstrong
1984; Boddewyn 1989, 1991; Garvin 1983], as a trade
group's relevant government regulations decrease, so
would the power and influence of its self-regulation efforts
[Maitland 1985]. Trade codes might sometimes be bom of
the social conscience of some firms, but self-regulation in
the United States tends to be a form of industrial self-
defense from government regulation [e.g., Baudot 1989;
Neelankavil and Stridsberg 1980]. Absent any govemment
interest, the self-regulatory body is, in practical terms, pow-
erless [Boddewyn 1988, pp. 308-310; Garvin 1983; Mait-
land 1985].

Individual Vehicles' Standards for Acceptable
Advertising
Trade association codes address members' advertising, reg-
ulating them as the source of advertising messages. The
adoption of media standards for acceptable advertising
forms a different type of influence, setting limitations on
the communication channels the advertisers must use to con-
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vey their messages to consumers. To reach a media vehi-
cle's audience, the advertiser must meet that vehicle's re-
quirements.

Regardless of the directives (or absence) of any self-
regulation code, no media vehicle must accept any commer-
cial advertising it does not wish to carry. But media adver-
tising acceptance policies are not concemed with the nature
of advertising practice per se. They tend to view advertising
material as a portion ofthe vehicles' total content. Advertis-
ing regulation is an effect of clearance procedures, not a
goal.

Advertising truth and consumer protection might be the
basis for advertising acceptance decisions by some media ve-
hicle managers for a variety of personal reasons [Rotfeld
and Parsons 1989]. Media organizations might operate with
clearance officers who are as staunchly consumer protec-
tion oriented as those in any government office, but re-
search data suggest that such activities are far from typical.
More commonly, the primary "consumer protection" activ-
ity seems to be an interest in avoiding or responding to con-
sumer complaints, driven by concems for audience loyalty,
with infrequent regulation of false claims [Hayes and
Rotfeld 1989; Le Due 1987; Parsons and Rotfeld 1990;

Rotfeld and Abemethy 1991b; Rotfeld et al. 1990; Smythe
1989].

Figure 2 illustrates that, while media acceptance restric-
tions might stop questionable advertising that also would
be halted by govemment consumer protection programs,
such overlap is not a direct function of the vehicles' poli-
cies.3 A media vehicle owner or manager may choose to re-
ject only those claims whose false nature is obvious, never
asking advertisers for substantiation of claims. Conversely,
managers may instead demand that advertisers meet require-
ments that could never be legally required by govemment
regulations, refusing certain subject matter or presentation
styles [LaBarbera 1983; Rotfeld and Parsons 1989]. They
can hold advertisers to even higher standards of claim sub-
stantiation than required by govemment [Code of Federal
Regulation 1979; Henry 1988; Sewell and Jennerjahn
1982]. But overall, potential audience deception is not a
common vehicle concem in deciding which ads are accept-
able for publication or broadcast.

Pastemack and Utt's [1988] responses from 75 newspa-
pers indicated little interest in consumer protection, with
most concems directed toward specific products that read-
ers might find objectionable. A review of policies at 164
magazines found that the most common concem was a gen-

Figure 2. Types of Claims & Styles Influenced by the Clearance Process and Government Regulation
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eral concern for "good taste," which often meant nothing
more than degrees of sexual explicitness [Rotfeld and Par-
sons 1989]. Many magazines are concerned that the ads are
an appropriate fit with the editorial material [Rotfeld and Par-
sons 1989].

In broadcasting. Capital Cities/ABC, CBS and NBC all
follow written codes adopted when the NAB dropped its
clearance procedures [Maddox and Zanot 1984; Linton
1987]. While the three organizations often do not agree
with each other on actual acceptance decisions for individ-
ual commercials [see Dunn et al. 1990; Heighton and Cun-
ningham 1984; Sewell and Jennerjahn 1982; Walley 1990],
they sometimes influence advertising practices in a manner
akin to that previously done by the NAB [Davis 1987].

For example, live models wearing underwear came to tel-
evision when the networks decided to allow such displays
[Sloan 1987b]. The networks' style and "taste" concerns
for various cologne and perfume commercials set a stan-
dard that can direct major changes in presentation [Freeman
1987; Sloan 1987a]. Contemporary practices also illustrate
how some vehicles' acceptance decisions might run counter
to other public policy goals, such as network decisions that
have been seen as a hindrance to AIDS and "safe sex" pub-
lic information campaigns when they rejected condom adver-
tising and related Public Service Announcements [Colford
1987c; Christopher 1986; Garneau 1985; Rotfeld and
Abemethy 1991a; Winters 1987].

Similar to some print vehicles, the three major broadcast
networks employ staff members for the sole job of screen-
ing advertising, and their policies and have been the focus
of many research studies. While the networks influence
many advertisers' decisions [e.g., Colford 1987c; Davis
1987; Freeman 1987; Henry 1988; Zanot and Rotfeld
1983], they cut back on staff and activity in this area during
1988 for a variety of reasons [Channels 1988b; Gordon
1988]. As network audience shares decline and the number
of additional cable and independent options increases [Chan-
nels 1988a], there are many other outlets for commercials
that never undergo review by the networks [Hayes and
Rotfeld 1989; Parsons and Rotfeld 1990; Rotfeld and
Abemethy 1991b; Steiger 1990; Walley 1990].

There is a wide variation in the willingness of individual
television stations to ask advertisers to substantiate claims
or reject commercial submissions; many stations accept al-
most anything [Rotfeld, Abemethy, and Parsons 1990]. Sur-
vey responses from radio station managers suggest that the
technical details of the commercials' production quality are
the major priority [Rotfeld and Abemethy 1991b]. Cable-
TV networks look to a mix of these concems: The fit be-
tween the advertising and programs that might run on the
network, followed by the technical and aesthetic production
quality of the commercial, and then, whether the style of
presentation might offend the viewing audience [Hayes and
Rotfeld 1989].

Some policies requiring the rejection of controversial
products such as alcohol, cigarettes or casino gambling
might be mandated by government [Pasternack and Utt
1988], and broadcaster advertising acceptance policies may
partially include a response to threatened govemment ac-
tions. However, broadcasters attend to different concems

than the consumer protection priorities of govemment adver-
tising deception regulations. The broadcasters' focus, simi-
lar to that of the now-defunct NAB-Codes, is FCC regula-
tions, not the consumer protection concems of the FTC.
The Federal Communications Commission lacks rules or
programs to check commercials to make certain their
claims are true. It issues licenses to television and radio sta-
tion owners to operate on assigned frequencies and to serve
the "public interest, convenience and necessity." Practices
that might threaten license renewals were the core of the
NAB Codes, with a focus on advertising that would engen-
der audience complaints, not the broadcast of commercials
later determined by the FTC to be deceptive. Complaints
could be presented to the FCC as evidence that the license
holder was failing to serve community interests [Le Due
1987].

Variation in Vehicles' Consumer
Protection
Clearly, vehicles with large or precisely targeted audiences
can dictate terms more readily to advertisers wishing to
reach those audiences. Operating on an assumption that the
"largest" media operations are the strictest, some argue
that restrictions imposed by media advertising acceptance
policies are an adequate consumer protection force. In other
words, since the three major commercial networks review
and restrict many ads, it is presumed that most television
commercials are effectively controlled.

Case studies of advertising acceptance policies and prac-
tices can easily find examples of media managers that forgo
revenue to meet audience protection goals [e.g., Kaplan and
Houlberg 1988; Colford 1987a; Sewell and Jennerjahn
1982; Walley 1990]. On the other hand, consumer advo-
cates see major gaps in the system, noting that the media
are not doing enough [e.g.. Marketing News 1985; Hamm
1988] and that many audiences are unprotected [e.g., Baum
1961; Best 1985; Goldstein 1986; Hayes and Rotfeld 1989;
Rotfeld and Parsons 1989; Pastemack and Utt 1988]. Many
FTC cases are against commercials running on the three
commercial broadcast networks [Steiger 1990]. And other
advertisers can avoid strict vehicles altogether [Hayes and
Rotfeld 1989; Parsons and Rotfeld 1990; Rotfeld and Par-
sons 1989].

It is difficult to discem what prompts concem for con-
sumer protection or which media organizations are strictest.
The conventional wisdom is that a vehicle's willingness to
reject questionable advertising claims depends upon its mar-
ket position. In other words, small publishers or broadcast-
ers are expected to be willing to accept almost anything
merely to stay solvent. As they become larger or more eco-
nomically stable, they might acquire the desire to let man-
agement's ethical concems dictate involvement in "public
service," resulting in rejection of more advertiser submis-
sions.

In print media, the publisher usually has primary respon-
sibility for advertising decisions. Since a publisher's job per-
formance is judged by revenue, maximization of advertis-
ing income is inextricably linked to advertising policies and
decisions. Yet, it is difficult to discem just what role finan-
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eial concems play for which publications, since no signifi-
cant correlations have been found to exist between accep-
tance standards and circulation [Parsons, Rotfeld, and Gray
1987; Rotfeld and Parsons 1989; Pastemack and Utt 1988].

Published data have yet to support any size-based relation-
ship, and if any such relationship were found, it would
likely be very weak. Some magazines and newspapers re-
port a policy of accepting everything based on a First
Amendment rationale [Goldstein 1986; Parsons, Rotfeld,
and Gray 1987; Rotfeld and Parsons 1989]. Managers at
large-size vehicles might have been trained and accultur-
ated when the operation was smaller and less secure. In ad-
dition, some small-circulation vehicles might be able to
exert great influence because of advertiser demand for their
highly-specialized audiences, while some larger vehicles
have audiences readily reached by several altematives [e.g.,
Walley 1990].

Attempts to apply various surrogate measures of station
size, location or market power also didn't find any correla-
tions with television or radio station standards [Rotfeld et
al. 1990; Rotfeld and Abernethy 1991b; Rotfeld,
Abemethy, and Parsons 1990]. Network affiliation or broad-
cast frequency was once seen as a valid indicator of station
profitability, but new stations and fledgling networks (e.g..
Fox) limit the validity of such assumptions [Channels
1988a], and they, too, have not shown any significant rela-
tionship with station practices [Rotfeld, Abemethy, and Par-
sons 1990].

Clearance guidelines cut off many product ads, presenta-
tion styles and types of claims from many consumers. But
many advertisers' claims are never subjected to restrictions
of the strict vehicles and the typical consumer lacks any
way of knowing which vehicles provide this protection.

The influence and power of advertising acceptance poli-
cies is tied to a question of point of view. To an advertiser
whose primary targets are audiences of restrictive vehicles,
media advertising acceptance policies must form a signifi-
cant aspect of advertising planning [Rotfeld et al. 1990;
Rotfeld and Parsons 1989]. Similarly, advertisers who wish
to reach well protected audiences only part of the time
might see these clearance requirements as an important part
of the regulatory landscape. However, a consumer advocate
would be interested in how thoroughly the clearance pro-
cess substitutes for laws and regulations and, accordingly, fo-
cuses attention on the quantity of deceptive advertising
claims that are not stopped. Absent government involve-
ment, there are many gaps in consumer protection.

Conclusions and Implications
Repeated descriptions of highly visible programs have en-
gendered popular faith in the power of self-regulation. But
these descriptions only illustrate what the most self-con-
scious firms do. Similarly, media standards for acceptable
advertising deliver less consumer protection than many pre-
sume. Some media vehicles impose strong standards on the
types of advertising content they will accept for broadcast
or publication and are examples of how these policies can in-
fluence advertising practice. But it would be a gross error to
presume that such standards are typical. More directly, the

primary goal of advertising acceptance policies are in terms
of overall vehicle content, not consumer protection.

There are many valid reasons for deregulation and many
examples of govemment regulations that are contrary to
best interests of consumers [see Ekelund and Saurman
1988]. However, it is not valid to assert that self-regulation
alone makes government programs "unnecessary." If
greater self-regulation activity is desired, increased govem-
ment regulation would be needed to serve as a motivation
for that self-regulation.

Of course, some firms' self-regulation activity might be
motivated by a concem for public welfare. But for most
firms, it is more often best described as "enlightened self-
interest." Given that govemment is the motivating force for
business cooperation with self-regulation, as govemment en-
forcement activity is cut back, so is the power of self-
regulation. If govemment agencies have not paid adequate
attention to advertising deception issues [e.g., American
Bar Association 1989], the incentive for self-regulation is
proportionately weakened.

"This is not to deny the potential role and infiuence of self-
regulation in consumer protection. No single regulatory pro-
gram can eliminate all deceptive advertising. In a sense,
self-regulation does "augment" government programs.
Many trade associations and the Better Business Bureau's
National Advertising Division are doing a good job of pro-
tecting consumers insofar as they are able. Self-regulation
might be faster and more efficient than government for
firms who cooperate. But not all businesses would want to
participate.

It must be remembered that govemment programs set the
framework for all desirable self-regulation practices. With-
out the threat of govemment action, only the most altruistic
of firms would ever pay heed to self-regulation directives.
Strong and efficient govemment regulation is a necessary
prerequisite for effective advertising self-regulation, there-
fore, advocates for stronger self-regulation must also desire
vigilant govemment activity.

Notes
1. The intrusive broadcast media face regulatory restrictions on

offensive content, but these restrictions are imposed on broad-
casters, not advertisers [Le Due 1987). Similarly, restrictions
imposed by any obscenity laws regulate the media.

2. For a practitioner's description and criticisms of this process,
calling it one person's "hang-ups," see Delia Femina's discus-
sion of what he labeled "Censorship" [1970, ch. 10].

3. While similar in structure and presentation style. Figures 1
and 2 are independent qualitative illustrations of the nature of
claims influenced by various regulatory mechanisms. They
should not combined or taken together to view the total num-
ber of claims influenced by all forms of self-regulation.
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